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Interactive Novelty Entertainment 
talent network, inc. - 412.264.4727 - email: mail@talentnetworkinc.com 

 

Unless otherwise noted, the novelties are available for up to 4 hours. Package savings may apply when booking two or more items. 

Outdoor events require unobstructed direct truck accessibility to event space for load-in and load-out of equipment. If event is to be 

held indoors, a truck accessible, ground level, unobstructed double doorway entry into the event space is required. 

 

Arcade Parlor Games Package: Packages can include Air Hockey, 

Pool Table, Dome Hockey, Ping Pong, Foosball, Basketball Pop Shot, 

Electronic Darts, Electronic Golf Putt, and the additional option of 

Skeeball. Multiples of some games available. Ask about adding Skeeball, 
duplicates of your favorite games, and the possibility of a smaller package 
of 4 games. 

 

Archery Tag: Two teams of 6 to 8 players each (up to 16 players at once) are outfitted 

with “marshmallow” foam-tipped arrows, a bow and face mask. The objective is to hit an 

opponent with an arrow to tag them out of the game and/or catch an opponent’s arrow to get 

a teammate back into play and/or to dodge and use the free-standing obstacles to your 

advantage. Lots of people can play, as multiple rounds of games can be played for a 

predetermined amount of time. Setup requires a minimum 50 x 100-foot wide, cleared, level 

space for play and initial direct access to a 110-volt 20-amp electrical power source to inflate 

the obstacles and includes the game referee, up to 16 bows, over 100 foam tipped arrows, 

safety masks and obstacles. 
 

*N*N*N*NEW* EW* EW* EW* Axe Throw: Bring the fun of an axe throwing competition to your next event with this 

safe inflated alternative. Two players throw Velcro axes in the Viking-themed inflated enclosure 

towards their target. The person to stick the most axes closest to the bullseye is the winner. The 

game requires a 25-ft. x 30-ft. x 12-ft. level space and direct access to one 120-volt 15-amp 

electrical source. May be available on its own or as an add-on to select inflatables – please inquire. 
 

Baseball Speed Pitch: Pitch a baseball into the large catcher's booth and electronically test the speed and 

accuracy of your pitch. Item requires a 30-ft. x 15-ft. x 12-ft. level area, with access to two 110-volt 20-amp 

electrical sources. 
 

Basketball - 8 Hoop Inflatable B-Ball: It's a basketball free-for-all! Up to eight people can shoot at once or 

players/teams can challenge each other and attempt to score at each basket as they work their way around the 

inflatable. The game requires a level 20-ft. x 15-ft. x 14-ft. space with direct access to 110-volt 20-amp electric, 

best used outdoors or away from walls/windows. May be available on its own or as an add-on to select 
inflatables – please inquire. 

 

 

Bounce House: Accommodates kids of all ages. The unit requires a 15-ft. x 15-ft. x 13-ft. high level space 

with direct access to 110-volt 20-amp electrical power. 
 

Bounce House Combo: This multi-fun bounce features a bounce area, basketball hoop and 8-

foot slide inside the unit. It can also feature the graphic art panel of your choice (choices include 

Mickey, SpongeBob, Spiderman, Batman, Superman, the Avengers, Disney Princesses or a Sports 

theme motif). This novelty is best for children 12 and under. 
  

Castle Bounce: This 13-ft. square x 13-ft. high bounce looks like the castle of old but offers the 

same fun inside as a traditional bounce. The unit requires direct access to 110-volt 20-amp 

electric. 
 

Moon Jumbo Bouncer: This super-size bounce requires a 20-ft. x 20-ft. x 15-ft high level 

space with direct access to 110-volt 20-amp electrical power. 

Updated details 2019 
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Bouncy Boxing House: Two opponents, wearing huge boxing gloves, climb inside the bounce and attempt to 

knock one another off their feet while keeping their balance on an inflated floor. The bounce requires a 15-ft. x 

15-ft. x 13-ft. high level space and direct access to electric. 

 

Bubble Soccer: Up to eight people (two teams of four) play the game of soccer while wearing giant, air-

filled bubbles that completely cover their heads and torsos. The protective plastic chamber has inner handles 

and shoulder straps that enable players to literally defy gravity, allowing them to bounce around and knock 

opponents out of the way and off their feet. 

 

Bungee Run: Two participants are strapped to separate bungee cords that are attached to the end of the 

divided runway, and they race to be the first to cross the finish line without being pulled back by the 

bungee’s resistance. Item requires a 40-ft. x 20-ft. x 10-ft. high space with access to two separate 110-volt 

20-amp electrical sources. 

 

Bungee Sports Challenge: Two participants are strapped into their harness and connected 

to one another via a huge bungee cord. At the whistle, both run with basketball in hand in opposite 

directions. They are not only pulling against the bungee cord, but also one another as they try to 

sink the ball. Item requires a 40-ft. x 15-ft. x 11-ft. high level space and direct access to electric. 

 

Carnival Booths / Tents & Games: Choose from 6, 9 or 12 carnival booth games with 

striped skirts and awnings and/or tents. Choose from classic carnival games like Duck Pond, 

Frog Bog, Bass Master, Milk Can Toss, Ring Toss, Milk Bottle Spill, Balloon Darts, Dime 

Toss, Push Cars, Ping Pong Fish Bowls, Cartoon Wheel and Hoop the Block. 

 

Carnival Treats Packages: Choose one or a package of classic carnival treats from Popcorn, Sno Cones, 

Cotton Candy, Funnel Cakes, Nachos & Cheese and/or Hot Dogs. All supplies and attendants are included. 

Direct access to electric and one 6-ft. banquet table will be needed for each (please note that some carnival 
treats may only be available as additions to an interactive novelty booking). 

 

Carnival / Full Size Amusement Rides & Attractions: Create your own 

amusement park! With popular and classic rides, games and concession stands, this 

mobile carnival has been in business for over 30 years. Rides and attractions are fully 

insured, safe, modern, clean and well-maintained. Packages are customized and you can 

choose from a wide variety of rides for both children and adults like a Ferris Wheel, 

Carousel, Round Up, Octopus, Swings, Giant Slide, Salt N Pepper Shakers and more.  

 

Casino - Monte Carlo Night: Featuring an exciting array of authentic games such as Craps, 

Blackjack, Roulette, Texas Hold’em, Let It Ride Poker, Classic Poker and genuine casino Slot 

Machines. Packages include playing cards, dice, chips and tokens, play money, raffle tickets and 

our friendly dealers, or training for your volunteers. 

 

Dance Heads - Boogie Body Dancing: Guests choose a music video, and then bob their 

head along with the beat of the song. Using state-of-the-art “Green Screen” technology, guests’ 

heads are superimposed onto professional dancer’s bodies as they “sing” along, each receive a 

memorable DVD of the performances. 

 

Digital Graffiti Wall: Guests stand in front of the blank screen for a group or individual picture, and 

watch the photo appear on the giant screen within seconds. Guests can then personalize the photo 

with digital spray can(s), stamps and stencils. Each person in the photo will receive a 4 x 6-inch 

picture. Fun props are included, and photos can be customized with your logo or slogan. Setup 

requires a 12-ft. x 15-ft. x 8-ft. high space with direct access to one 110-volt, 20-amp electrical 

power source in a low light area.  
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Discovery Dome: Go on a virtual field trip inside the Discovery Dome with interactive programs offering 

various levels of programs for teens, college students and adults. Choose from The Live Star Show, The Ghosts of 
Tikal (Mayan History), Ancient Egyptian Temple and Secrets of the Dead Sea Scrolls. 

 

Dunk Tank (Bucket Tank): The classic carnival novelty! A person sits above the tank of water as participants 

attempt to hit the seat-release lever with a ball or beanbag, dropping the person into tank of water. The tank is an 

outdoor item only and requires a level 10-ft. square space with truck accessible delivery and direct access to a 

hose and water source within 25 to 50 feet. 
 

Dunk Tank (Collapsible Tank): This style of dunk tank features the cage enclosure and lever activated 

seat-release target – the only difference being the body of the tank, which is a heavy-duty vinyl receptacle 

filled with water, rather than a bucket. This is an outdoor item, only and requires a level 10-ft. area with direct 

access to a hose and water source within 25 to 50 feet. 

 

Escape Room: Secrets at the Museum: You and your fellow teammates are at a Museum of 

Natural History, attempting to obtain multiple priceless artifacts that were given to the museum by an 

eccentric benefactor. Each of the items is booby-trapped in a strange and unusual way. How many of the 

items can you free in the allotted time? We create six Mini Rooms with pipe and drape featuring six mini 

adventures that are 15 minutes each, and groups of 3 to 5 participants per mini room. This novelty can 

accommodate 350 to 400 players in 4 hours. 

 

Euro Bungee: Two to four jumpers are set up in state-of-the-art harnesses and connected to the 

patented bungee cords before stepping up onto their individual inflated bounce pads. They jump trampoline-

style, reaching heights of up to 32 feet. The novelty accommodates both children and adults from 30 lbs. to 

180 lbs. Setup requires a truck and trailer accessible 40-ft. square, level space with 40-ft. height clearance 

free of obstructions, along with direct access to electric. 

 

Gaming Trailer: Mobile, fully climate-controlled and self-powered, the gaming trailer 

features four to five huge, wide-screen high-definition TVs, surround sound, colored LED 

lighting, two Wii, three Wii U, Xbox 360, Xbox One, PlayStation 3 and hundreds of the 

greatest video game titles, accommodating 16 to 22 players at the same time. All you need to 

provide is a cleared parking space for the 28-ft. trailer and truck. 

 

Game Shows - Fabulous Feud & Game Show Mania: These fast-paced trivia 

gameshows tests contestants’ knowledge with a mixture of questions on topics relating 

to sports, music, television and movies, featuring lively emcees, impressive sets that 

can include the host podium, up to four contestant boxes, each with their own 

microphone, buzzer, digital score boards and/or large video screen displays and full DJ 

sound system with lighting. 

 

Gameshow Junkies: This fast-paced competition is a combination of popular elements from 

top game shows like Name That Tune, Minute to Win It, Let's Make a Deal and Trivia Time, 
with fun challenges that test contestants’ knowledge of music, general trivia, physical 

dexterity and luck at beating the odds. Up to ten teams of up to ten players each compete in six 

rounds played over 2 hours (although larger crowds of up to 300 people can play). 
 

Giant Slides: Huge 25-ft. x 14-ft. x 20-ft. high, air-filled slide for both children and adults. The slide requires one 

110-volt 20-amp electrical source. 

 

 

Giant Water Slide: Requires a 25-ft. x 12-ft. x 15-ft. high level space with direct access to electric and a 

hose and water source within 12 to 15 feet of the game with a continual water flow. 
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Golf - 9-Hole Miniature Course: Features a variety of challenges and obstacles, including 

the individual holes, golf clubs, balls, score cards and attendant. Setup requires access to the 

area at least 2 hours prior to the event, a minimum of a 3-ft. x 6-ft. space for each of the nine 

sections, as well as access to a 110-volt 20-amp electrical source. 

 

Golf - 9-Hole Inflatable Mini Golf: This self-contained, inflated mini golf station features nine holes with 

different putting challenges. Players move around the game from one putting station to the next. The game 

requires a 38-ft. x 38-ft. x 9-ft. high level space with direct access to 110-volt 20-amp electric. 

 

Golf Simulator: Players step up to the self-contained virtual golf game enclosure to interact in the full-swing 

golf simulation. This unit features a huge screen with choices of actual golf course images and uses virtual screen 

technology with the choice of a 1-hole challenge to an 18-hole course for players. Simulator requires a 15-ft. x 30-

ft. space with direct access to 110-volt 20-amp electric. 

 

Hamster Ball: Just as much fun to watch as it is to play! Two opponents, each completely inside of a huge 

inflated sphere hamster ball, race down the course (and back) while popping over low “curb” inflatables from 

one section of the course to the next. Requires a level 20-ft. wide x 50-ft. long space with direct access to 110-

volt 20-amp electric. 

 

High Striker: Guests swing a mallet, hitting the mark, attempting to send the ball to the top of the 14-ft. pole to 

ring the bell (only available as an addition to select novelty packages). 
 

Steelers High Striker: This classic carnival challenge is a 17-ft. tall striker and no power is required. 

 

Joust Arena or Gladiator Joust: This novelty includes headgear, soft padded sticks and a large inflated 

arena that requires a 21-ft. square x 15-ft. high level space and direct access to electric. 

 

Laser Tag - Xtreme: Up to 10 players at a time can hide in over 20 different rooms. Black lights, 

strobe lights, laser lights, sound system and fog inside the unit make the experience exciting for all. The 

unit requires a level space with a footprint of 45-ft. x 45-ft. x 20-ft. high clearance (the unit itself is 40-ft. 

x 40-ft. x 15-ft. high), and direct access to three AC power circuits. 

 

Laser Tag – Mobile Style: Can be set up outdoors or in any large room or 

gymnasium, with up to 16 people playing at once (5 to 8 people per team at once). Up 

to 30 lightweight obstacles and a high-tech digital score box is included. LED Lighting 

and Sound System can be added. The laser tag equipment is radio controlled, so 

players receive an audio feedback every time you successfully tag an opponent. 

 

Log Slammer: This game has a login the center of the inflatable that lifts up and down as it spins around 

the inflated log corral, with its motion controlled by a skilled attendance. Up to four opponents at once, each 

standing on a “rock” pedestal, attempt to duck under or jump over the log as it rolls past them. Requires a 

level 16-ft. square x 10-ft. high space and direct access 110-volt 20-amp electric. 

 

Mechanical Bull: Challenge the bull! The control operator can slow the ride down so that any 

youngster or novice can go for a ride or, with just the turn of the control knob, can increase the speed to 

challenge even the best of riders. The bull is surrounded by an inflatable 15-ft. base for the rider to land 

on and requires a level 20-ft. square space x 12-ft. minimum height clearance with direct access to one 

220-volt independent electrical circuit. 
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MegaFlix - Make Your Own Music Video: Pick a song from a huge library of music, pick the video’s 

background footage and your costuming and props, then stand in front of the green screen and sing. Each 

performer receives a DVD of their performance. Setup requires a 12-ft. wide x 20-ft. space with access to 

two separate 110-volt electric sources. If outdoors, a tent will be needed. 

 

Money Machine: Participants step inside the inflated chamber and attempt to grab as much floating play money 

(or real cash/coupons you provide) in a predetermined time frame. This is a great item for teambuilding or 

fundraising events and requires a 4-ft. square x 9-ft. high level space with access to electric – available as an 
addition to select novelty packages. 
 

30-ft. Obstacle Course: Two opponents race through and over a variety of challenges attempting to be 

the first to complete. This game requires a 30-ft. x 13-ft. x 11-ft. high level space with direct access 

electric. 

 

35-ft. Obstacle Course: Two opponents race through and over a variety of challenges attempting to 

be the first to complete. This game requires a 35-ft. x 13-ft. x 11-ft. high level space with direct access 

electric. 

 

40-ft. Obstacle Course: Two opponents race through and over a variety of challenges attempting to be 

the first to complete. The game requires a 40-ft. x 11-ft. x 12-ft. high level space with direct access electric. 
  

Ultimate Obstacle Course: This huge course takes players around, over and through challenges. 

The unit requires a 40-ft. x 30-ft. x 18-ft. high, and requires three separate 110-volt electrical 

circuits, set in a site within 100 yards of the load-in location. It can be set on grass, asphalt or 

indoor flooring. 

 

Operation: The popular board game is now available life-size! Our Operation table includes oversize cards and 

tongs for retrieving “body parts” from the “patient”. Operation requires one 6-ft. banquet table and access to 

electricity. 

 

Oversize Games Package: Packages include games like Giant Connect Four, 

Cannonball (Kurplunk), Box Hockey, Giant Checkers, Longhorn Lasso, Giant 

Twister and Frisbee Toss - may only available as an add-on to select novelty 
packages – call for details.  
  

Mixed Games Package: This mix features choices of four or more games of Electronic Golf Putt, 

Tailgate Toss, Steelers Pong, Foosball and Custom Wheel, Poker Table, Blackjack Table, Money 

Wheel, Cash Quiz Trivia and/or our Huge Operation game. 

 

Photos Booths: The latest in instant photos, SnapShot boasts today’s 

technology with a multitude of photo and video options that will rock your party 

- like instant social media interaction (Email, Facebook and Twitter), a variety 

of photo sizes, video greetings, green screen options, logo and online gallery 

capabilities. 

 

Photo Booth - LED Style: This self-contained photo system includes a free-standing 

photo kiosk, surrounded by a cool wrap enclosure, that changes colors and glows. The 

top-of-the-line photo system produces high-quality photos using DSLR Cameras with 

lighting, touch screen interface and customizable graphics, along with full social media 

capabilities. The photo kiosk can change colors throughout the event or be set to one 

color to match your theme. 
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Pop Up Instant Photo Tent: This tent-style photo booth can pop up in just about any space to add a 

cool, trendy highlight to your party. Guests step behind the tent alone or with friends, pose for the 

camera and some picture that are instantly printed onto a photo strip. Your organization’s logo or slogan 

can be incorporated onto each photo strip. The tent requires a 5-ft. square x 7-ft. high level space, one 6-

ft. table and direct access to electric. This photo tent is available as an add-on in a package with other 

select novelties. 

 

Quarterback Challenge: Players compete head-to-head while standing on opposite sides 

of the inflatable and attempting to throw their foam footballs through their individual target holes. 

As one person gets the balls through the holes on their side, they are deposited to the opponent's 

side. First person to run out of balls is the winner. Item requires an 8-ft. x 18-ft. x 8-ft. high level 

space with direct access to power. 

 

Rock Wall: This 24-ft. high realistic Rock Wall accommodates up to three climbers at a time and features 

three different degrees of difficulty and an auto-belay system to ensure a 100% safe climb for children and 

adults alike. The wall requires direct truck accessibly to a cleared, level outdoor surface (grass or pavement) 

that is 30-ft. wide by 45-ft. deep x 25-ft. high and free of tree limbs and wires. 

 

Rock Wall - Klime Craze Wall: The newest style of hard surface wall, Klime Craze offers a 

choice of three sides with different surfaces for three different challenges! The wall includes an 

uneven protruding surface and is concave with zig zag bars and hand and foot grip challenges. It 

stands 24-ft. tall, accommodates three climbers, each with an auto-belay safety system, and the three 

exhilarating climbing elements to attempt. Setup requires a level outdoor surface that allows for 

direct truck and trailer accessibly. No electricity is required. 

 

Skeeball (Classic Arcade Game): Includes a classic-style game and a basketball theme version Skeeball 

game. Each requires a 12-ft. x 3-ft. level pace with direct access to electric, available in a package of two 
machines, or with other select games. 

 

Skeeball (Inflatable): Two players compete at once, requires a 9-ft. x 16-ft. x 8-ft. high space 

with direct access to 110-volt 20-amp electrical power. 
 

Slip -N- Slide: A large, padded version of the popular childhood novelty, requires a 30-ft. x 7-ft. x 2-ft. 

high level grassy space with direct access to a continual water source, hose and 110-volt 20-amp electrical 

power, and is available as an add-on to other select novelties. 
 

Sports Star Challenge: Featuring multiple play sports games that can all be played at once, including 

Baseball, Football, Soccer and Basketball challenges, and also features Foam Velcro Darts and a 

Frisbee Toss. Setup requires a level space with direct access to 110-volt 20-amp electric - item may only 
be available with other select inflatables. 
 

Surf n’ Slide: Huge inflated version of a slip n’ slide requires a 10-ft. x 30-ft. x 7-ft. high, level space 

with direct access to a 110-volt 20-amp electric source, garden hose and water source. The slide’s drip line 

requires a constant water flow that is set at a low pressure – just enough to keep the game slippery. Direct 

truck accessibility is required for load-in and load-out. 

 

Target Shooting Gallery: Players step up and pick from a variety of target challenges, choose between a 

laser rifle or laser pistol, then stand, take aim and shoot at the 8 x 10-inch screen image, in the attempt to 

register “hits” on a variety of images (from targets to prairie dogs, wild boar, deer, ducks, etc.). Each round 

last 3 to 5 minutes, with one person or two team mates to score. Setup requires a 15-ft. square x 10-ft high 

space, one 6-foot banquet table, two chairs and direct access to electric. 
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Twister (Inflated): The 15-ft. x 15-ft. inflated “board” game is played with a set of huge dice - one with 

the body parts and the other with the colors that players roll to determine their next move. The game comes 

with an attendant and requires a direct access to one 110-volt electric source. It can be set up indoors or 

outdoors on a level surface of grass, asphalt or concrete. 

 

Velcro Wall: Players don a Velcro suit and take turns hurling themselves toward the Velcro wall, attempting 

to stick their bodies higher up on the wall than their opponents did. This novelty requires a two 5-ft. x 20-ft. x 

14-ft. high, level space with access to two 110-volt 20-amp electrical sources. 

 

Virtual Hang Gliding Simulator: Players slide into an authentic harness and cocoon style bag that is 

suspended above the ground by a stationary glider base, don virtual reality goggles, choose from a variety 

of gliding locations, then experience the thrill and sensation of hang gliding, actually steering the glider and 

enjoying the birds-eye-view of hovering and flying through the landscape. 

 

Virtual Jet Ski: Two players/competitors don virtual reality goggles and sit on the racing thunder seat that is 

equipped with a steering device on a console. They then choose the racetrack and the character that will ride 

their jet ski. 

 

Virtual Kayaking Simulator: Sit in an actual kayak suspended in mid-air, grab hold of the real paddle, 

and get ready to experience the sights, sounds and feel of the rapids. Wearing virtual reality goggles, choose 

from a variety of kayaking experiences. 

 

Virtual Thrill Rides: Coaster, Bob Sledding, Bull Ride, Rapid River, Airplanes - experience first-hand the 

excitement and motion of a wide variety of experiences. Have a seat, put on the virtual reality goggles and get 

ready to take a thrilling virtual ride on an actual coaster from several theme parks across the country, or ride the 

rapids, feel the bull at the rodeo, etc. 

 

Wrecking Ball: Four players climb atop their inflated pads - one player grabs the “Wrecking Ball” and 

hurls it at their opponent, attempting to knock them from their pad. The last person standing is the winner. 

The unit requires a 29-ft. x 29-ft. x 13-ft. high level space with direct access to 110-volt 20-amp power. 

 

Zip Line (Mobile): Riders zip down from the tower traveling 180 feet and slowed by 

their tether towards the end of the ride with zip line attendants pulling them down to 

standing position (an added safety feature of an inflatable ‘stopper’ is also placed at the 

far bottom of the line). Accommodates riders 60-lbs. to 250-lbs. Setup requires a truck 

accessible 185-ft. long x 25-ft. wide x 30-ft. high level space, with a solid surface, 

preferably a parking lot or roadway, free of trees and wires. 

 

 

All of the listed novelties are fully insured, but if desired, your organization can be listed 
on the policy as Additionally Insured for an extra charge of $100.00 to $150.00. 

Generators are available for an extra charge of $150.00 per generator. 


